
Determine your appropriate size 
depending on whether you like to 
dress more or less adjusted.

Example: Acording to your speci-
fic preference, if your chest (A) is 
84 cm.
   If you prefer dressing a sport fit 
line, choose size  S  (78-84 cm)
   If you prefer dressing a loose fit, 
choose size  M  (84-90 cm) 

CHOOSE YOUR
RIGHT SIZE
Welcome. This page describes step by step, how to determine the 
most appropriate size you need so you can enjoy the most of a good  
CUSTOM Line product.

Size A - ”Chest circumference” remains a priority for the rest

Size B - “Waist circumference” remains a priority for the rest

SEARCH YOUR MEASUREMENTS ON SIZE CHART.

- For the BIB’s size

- For the JERSEY’s size

OK

XS S M L XL 2XL

73-76 76-79 79-82 82-85 85-88 88-91B
WAIST

CIRCUMFERENCE

PLUS  FIT
FOR WOMEN

XS S M L XL 2XL

72-78 78-84 84-90 90-96 96-102 102-108A
CHEST

CIRCUMFERENCE

PLUS  FIT
FOR WOMEN

A

B

   Use one measuring tape to determi-
ne the exact measurements.

   Measure the distances according to 
the design below.
 A - Chest size
 B - Waist size

Loose fit?          Sport fit?                  

Sizing is in cm



Determine your appropriate size 
depending on whether you like to 
dress more or less adjusted.

Example: Acording to your speci-
fic preference, if your chest (A) is 
84 cm.
   If you prefer dressing a sport fit 
line, choose size  S  (78-84 cm)
   If you prefer dressing a loose fit, 
choose size  M  (84-90 cm) 

CHOOSE YOUR
RIGHT SIZE
Welcome. This page describes step by step, how to determine the 
most appropriate size you need so you can enjoy the most of a good  
CUSTOM Line product.

Size A - ”Chest circumference” remains a priority for the rest

Size B - “Waist circumference” remains a priority for the rest

SEARCH YOUR MEASUREMENTS ON SIZE CHART.

- For the BIB’s size

- For the JERSEY’s size

OK

XS S M L XL 2XL

29-30   30-31     31-32    32-33    33-34   34-35B
WAIST

CIRCUMFERENCE

PLUS  FIT
FOR WOMEN

XS S M L XL 2XL

28-31    31-33     33-35   35-38    38-40   40-42A
CHEST

CIRCUMFERENCE

PLUS  FIT
FOR WOMEN

A

B

   Use one measuring tape to determi-
ne the exact measurements.

   Measure the distances according to 
the design below.
 A - Chest size
 B - Waist size

Loose fit?          Sport fit?                  

Sizing is in inches


